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 +5% Experience when killing captains. Light Bomb Pack This pack includes the following items: 2 triple lasers; 2 light bombs;
2 electromagnets. Triple Laser Pack This pack includes the following items: 4 triple lasers; 4 light bombs; 2 electromagnets. 30

SECOND MAXI TURN IN Enter the [PASSWORD] system room via the upper hallway to the left of the gate and then go
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upstairs. Select the Ammo Room item from the “O” slot and then select the “30 Second Maxi-Turn In” option. Select the
weapon from the “I” slot and then select “Go” to begin. The 30 second time limit begins once you select “Go.” You must select a
weapon and then select “Go” within 30 seconds. You will not be able to select another weapon after you select “Go.” The game

will count down to 0 in 30 seconds and you will automatically begin the next mission. You cannot change your weapon or
weapons after the timer begins. You will not have time to change your weapon if your timer expires. You will not be able to

change your weapons if you go back to the Ammo Room. If the timer expires, you will be in a single life state and will not be
able to purchase additional lives. If the timer expires and you die, you will not be able to purchase a new weapon and will be

unable to progress in the game. If you are not killed within the 30 seconds, the game will end and you will be awarded the
mission reward. If you are killed within the 30 seconds, the game will end, and you will not be awarded the mission reward. If
you die after completing a mission, you will be unable to purchase a new weapon in the Ammo Room. Should you be killed

within the 30 seconds, you will not be able to purchase a new weapon in the Ammo Room. You will be able to progress with the
next mission. Should you not be killed within the 30 seconds, the game will end and you will not be able to purchase a new

weapon in the 82157476af
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